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All the enterprises producing consumables are now facing a same 
problem with the rise of Chinese economy and people’s living standard. How 
to gain the dominance in the keep changing environment? This paper will find 
the methods of reorganization of markets and organization under the 
established marketing strategy by the theory of conformited marketing through 
the research of Aile sports company. 
Chapter 1 is the academic base of the paper to tell some theories of 
marketing channel and the design of the whole system.Chapter 2 tells us the 
history of Aile and its marketing channel,followed by the problem it’s facing. 
Chapter 3 does some analysis on the nowadays sports companies illustrated by 
Li-ning Company. The purpose is to tell the importance of the construction of 
marketing channel and how to match the strategy and the channel.Chapter 4 
give an idea of how to design the marketing channel of Aile under the theory 
of conformited marketing and bring out a material project.The concluding part 
makes a sum-up of the whole paper. 
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前  言 
1 
前  言 
一、选题背景 










































































































第一节  营销渠道的概念及结构 
一、营销渠道的定义及作用 










































                    图 1.1：营销渠道纵向结构图 
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